SAFE SPACE ARE
SUPPLIERS OF
HIGH-QUALITY
CHANGING ROOM
LOCKERS FOR
THE FITNESS AND
LEISURE INDUSTRY.
Whether you’re looking to upgrade a small bank of lockers,
refurbish an existing changing area or develop one from
concept, with our 25 years’ experience in the industry we
will work with you to select an array of locker and washroom
fixtures to fit your space, timeframe and budget.

OUR SERVICES
CHANGING ROOM DESIGN
Safe Space consultants will work with you to create the ideal changing rooms
for your members. From concept, we’ll supply 2D and 3D illustrations to help
you visualise your new space.

CONSULTATION SERVICES
Our experts are dedicated to supply the best advice to operators within the
Health, Fitness and Golf industry when it comes to creating the right solutions
for changing rooms and washrooms.

LOCKER SERVICE & MAINTENANCE
Safe Space is a proud business that supplies UK manufactured products to the
Health, Fitness and Golf industry. A one-stop solution of products including
lockers, bench seating, lock solutions, vanities, cubicles and integrated
panel systems.

FINANCIAL SOLUTIONS
Safe Space offer flexible financial solutions to help customers delivery the
fit-out they want, within the right budget over a longer period of time. Cash
flow is always a serious consideration so leasing lockers and other tangible
products over a period of time can be the ideal solution.

ANCILLARIES & ONGOING SUPPORT
Following the installation, typically a bit of tender loving care is needed to
ensure the products are as good as they were the day they were installed.
Safe Space supply spare parts and replacement locks and keys. We stock a
good number of spare parts so that we can help you reduce any operational
issues for our customers.

CASE STUDY:
TRIB3 EDINBURGH
THE CLIENT
TRIB3 are a boutique fitness studio with sites across the UK
and Europe. TRIB3 have grown their sites portfolio quickly
since their launch in 2016 and now have 13 sites across the
world with more earmarked for development in the future.
TRIB3’s Edinburgh site forms part of a major communityfocused development of the birthplace of international
rugby at the iconic Raeburn Place in Stockbridge.

THE BRIEF
Safe Space were tasked with designing a changing room
concept in line with TRIB3’s distinct look and feel, having
previously designed and installed changing facilities at
seven TRIB3 studios in the UK and across Europe.
TRIB3 wanted to maximise space whilst ensuring the
changing facilities matched the premium experience that
TRIB3 members expect, particularly given the importance
TRIB3 studios place on “prepare, sweat, and recover”, with
the changing rooms playing a crucial role in this.

SOLUTION
»

32 two-tier lockers providing 64 compartments

»

Keyless1 lock mechanism in black

»

Perforated sheet metal doors in black

»

18mm black high-quality laminated board

»

Rail with captive TRIB3 branded black coat hanger

WORKING WITH SAFE SPACE
“Over the years, in working with Safe Space,
we’ve evolved and developed our locker room
offering, exploring new product and design
developments, and the support and advice from
the Safe Space team has been invaluable. They’ve
delivered our vision for every store, on time and
on budget, and crucially, achieving the unique
look and feel that’s central to the TRIB3 brand.
The Edinburgh site is particularly significant
as our first in Scotland and one of our largest
stores, and we’re really happy with the outcome.”

KEVIN YATES
CEO, TRIB3

CASE STUDY:
WESTFIELD HEALTH
THE CLIENT
Westfield Health is a provider of health and well-being
services based in Sheffield.
Its headquarters include a gym and group exercise studio
exclusively for the 200+ employees onsite.

THE BRIEF
A priority for Westfield Health was to maximise the
locker provision in the new changing rooms without
compromising on the overall look and feel of the space.
The gym is popular and a number of employees cycle to
work and at peak times the existing changing facilities
didn’t offer enough lockers. Westfield Health also wanted
to switch to keyless locks to counter current issues when
the keys were lost.

SOLUTION
»
»
»
»

Two-tier lockers with cantilevered bench seating
Cosmos Grey doors
Sand Gladstone Oak end panels
Lowe & Fletcher DCL digital locks

Safe Space advised on the reduction of the
shower/ change pods, instead turning them into
individual showers; this provided more space for
the lockers, vanity area and overall changing space.

WORKING WITH
SAFE SPACE
“With the space that we had
available to work with, Safe Space
came to us with solutions on
how we can maximise the space
effectively and efficiently and
were confident in supplying us
with the outcome we desired.
“It was a clean process
throughout and any minor issues
we cam across, Gregg and his
team were quick to resolve.”

PETER O’NEIL
FACILITIES AND PROPERTY
MANAGER, WESTFIELD HEALTH

CASE STUDY:
UFC GYM NOTTINGHAM
& CLASS UFC GYM WOKING
THE CLIENT

SOLUTION

UFC GYM is the first major brand extension of
the Ultimate Fighting Championship offering
health clubs with unrivalled training facilities,
equipment and fitness classes for members
across its 150 UFC GYM clubs worldwide. In
late 2019, UFC GYM launched its inaugural
sites in Nottingham and Woking.

UFC GYM NOTTINGHAM

THE BRIEF
UFC GYM in Nottingham and CLASS UFC GYM
in Woking are two different gym concepts
with varying requirements to accommodate
its members. Safe Space were tasked with
delivering a creative and innovative solution
that maximised the available space at both
sites, to ensure there was enough availability
for lockers during peak times.
UFC GYM also wanted all lockers to have an
auto-open feature which was set to activate
30 minutes after the gym closes, to prevent
members from storing things overnight.

»
»
»

3 and 4 tier lockers

»

Digi lock Axis lock mechanism
with software

Egger Cubanit doors
Anthracite interior with Agua Fusion
Diamond Carmine stitched upholstered
bench seating

UFC GYM WOKING

»
»
»

2 and 3 tier lockers

»

Digi lock Axis lock mechanism
with software

Cashmere grey locker doors
Tan leather upholstered
bench seating

WORKING WITH SAFE SPACE
“We found working with Safe Space very easy and
during the entire installation process all staff were
quick and efficient.
“Last minute changes to designs and build are not
uncommon with new sites and suppliers often needing
to adapt and flex accordingly. Safe Space did exactly this
and were able to find solutions to challenges quickly,
remaining calm and professional throughout.
“This wasn’t just the standard for one site. Safe Space
were consistent in delivering quality products and
exceeding our expectations across both our gyms.
The UFC GYM Nottingham and Woking sites had
different requirements, but they were reliable
throughout and thoroughly delivered what was
asked for with a quick turnaround.”

RICHARD PURVES
HEAD OF PROCUREMENT, UFC GYM UK

CASE STUDY:
SANDOWN SPORTS
THE CLIENT
Sandown Sports is a multi-sports facility in Esher, Surrey.
The site is home to a 900-member gym, ski centre and
squash courts.

THE BRIEF
As part of a site-wide refurb, Sandown Sports renovated
its male and female changing rooms which included new
lockers, as well as showers, toilets and flooring.
Safe Space was tasked with delivering a ‘unique changing
room feel’ and to assist staff with managing locker
occupancy, an auto-open mechanism was also requested
for lockers to open after a set period of inactivity.

SOLUTION
»

Two-tier lockers

»

Perfect matt graphite grey doors with vinyl numbers

»

Graphite grey Fleetwood end panels and bench tops

»

L&F DCL black digital locks

WORKING WITH SAFE SPACE
“With the changing rooms requiring
a modern update, Safe Space provided
a solution that made the most of the
space provided and met all of
our requirements.
There was a lot of renovation work
going on simultaneously alongside the
locker installations, and the Safe Space
team were able to work around this
and install the lockers within a matter
of days.
A couple of finishing touches were
required after the initial installation
and Safe Space were onsite quickly
afterwards and we are really impressed
with the outcome.
“Our members are very happy with
the changes that have been made
and we would happily work with
Dominic and the Safe Space team on
future projects.”

LIZ WITHAM

GENERAL MANAGER,
SANDOWN SPORTS

CASE STUDY:
HAILSHAM LEISURE
CENTRE
THE CLIENT
Hailsham Leisure Centre is run by Freedom Leisure in
partnership with the local authority. The centre is a hub
for physical and social activity for its broad range of
users, with facilities and activities including a pool, gym,
group exercise studios, a bowling alley, soft play centre
and café.

THE BRIEF
The rest of the centre had recently undergone a refurb,
leaving the pool’s changing village and lockers looking
a little dated in comparison; bringing it up to the level
of the rest of the leisure centre and futureproofing the
facilities for the long-term was the primary objective of
the project. The aim was also to maximise the space and
minimise disruption during the installation, where the
site would still need to provide poolside changing space
during the renovation work.

SOLUTION
»
»
»
»

Lockers
Changing Cubicles
Bench Seats
Vanity Units

WORKING WITH
SAFE SPACE
“Working with Dom and Safe Space on
this project was a really smooth, positive
experience. Dom took control of everything
on his side of things which is exactly what you
want as a customer, and the team were great
at overcoming the challenges and complexities
of the project, from initial consultation through
to installation, which included overnight work
to ensure members could still use the changing
facilities during the day. We’ve had some
great feedback from our members, who are
really happy with the improvements, and we’d
definitely work with Dom and his team again.”

KEVIN SYMONDS
AREA FACILITIES MANAGER,
FREEDOM LEISURE

CONTACT US TODAY FOR MORE INFORMATION
T: 0203 651 1500 E: INFO@SAFESPACELOCKERS.CO.UK

